Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the ROOT word:

1. Does everyone reckon that you are __________ because of your body type? SPORT
2. Have you succeeded in any sports competition __________? RECENT
3. Would you struggle to be __________ if you didn't have a hobby? SUCCEED
4. Would you like to do an __________ sport to things like football or tennis? ALTERNATE
5. Have you ever tried a __________ sport? DANGER
6. Do you find reading to be an __________ hobby? INTEREST
7. Do you __________ any sporting figures? IDOL
8. Does your __________ get in the way of your fitness? LAZY
9. Would you have __________ learning how to do a new sport? DIFFICULT
10. Is it important to train __________ to be good at a sport? CONSIST
11. What is the most __________ sport to keep fit? EFFECT
12. Have you ever suffered a huge __________ in your sporting life? FAIL
13. Are you keen on looking at art __________? EXHIBIT
14. Are you known for __________ off when you do your hobby? SHOW
15. When you were __________, what hobbies did you have? YOUNG
Answers:

1. Does everyone reckon that you are **sporty** because of your body type?
2. Have you succeeded in any sports competition **recently**?
3. Would you struggle to be **successful** if you didn't have a hobby?
4. Would you like to do an **alternative** sport to things like football or tennis?
5. Have you ever tried a **dangerous** sport?
6. Do you find reading to be an **interesting** hobby?
7. Do you **idolize** any sporting figures?
8. Does your **laziness** get in the way of your fitness?
9. Would you have **difficulties** learning how to do a new sport?
10. Is it important to train **consistently** to be good at a sport?
11. What is the most **effective** sport to keep fit?
12. Have you ever suffered a huge **failure** in your sporting life?
13. Are you keen on looking at art **exhibitions**?
14. Are you known for **showing** off when you do your hobby?
15. When you were **younger**, what hobbies did you have?